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Nanoporous Dielectric Materials for Advanced

Micro- and Nanoelectronics

M.R. Baklanov

Abstract Materials with low dielectric constant are required as interlayer

dielectrics for on-chip interconnect of ULSI (ultra large scale integration) devices

to provide high speed, low dynamic power dissipation and low cross-talk noise.

Selecting chemical compounds with low polarizability and introducing porosity

achieve reduction of dielectric constant. However, integration of such materials into

micro- and nanoelectronic circuits poses a number of challenges, as the materials

must meet strict requirements in terms of properties and reliability. This paper is an

overview of porous low dielectric constant (low-k) dielectrics developed for micro-

and nanoelectronic applications. Classification of low-k films including different

approaches used for their deposition, characterization of porosity, mechanical and

chemical properties, new characterization methods is also discussed.

Keywords Microelectronics • Interconnect technology • Low-k materials

• Porosity

1.1 Introduction

Since the 1960s, the density of transistors in the Integrated Circuit (IC) chip has

been doubling every 1.5 years. This progression of circuit fabrication is known as

Moore’s law, after Gordon Moore, one of the early IC pioneers and founders of

Intel Corporation. The semiconductor industry primarily focused on improvements

related to the speed of individual transistors and enhanced performance through

scaling – by squeezing more transistors into a single IC device. By the early 1990s,

the distances between IC components were becoming incredibly small, and the
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relative effect of the interconnect delay became a greater portion of the overall

signal propagation delay. The total resistance (R) of the interconnect structure

became a significant factor affecting chip performance. At the same time, the

capacitance (C) between the wires was increasing proportionally to the decreasing

spacing between the wires. Both these factors significantly increased the RC delay

of IC circuits. Microelectronics community realized the need to improve the

interconnect delay by making changes to the materials used for wires and the

materials used to insulate the wires.

The 1994 National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (NTRS) – that

time the US industry’s technology strategy document – stated that materials with

a lower dielectric constant would be needed for wires insulating as the feature

sizes of IC devices became smaller. The NTRS projected that within 10 years the

industry should be able to achieve a standard dielectric constant of less than 1.5 in

their production interconnect material. However, the real situation has been much

more complicated. After several revisions, the latest edition of International

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), low-k materials with only

k ¼ 2.5 are considered to be integrated in 2012 (Fig. 1.1). The reasons for such a

delay are huge challenges of integration of porous materials. Porous low-k

materials are generally soft, mechanically weak, and do not adhere well to silicon

or metal wires. Further, porous low-k materials do not withstand conventional

processing (i.e., they degrade during the plasma and chemical processing,

crack or delaminate) [1, 2].

Fig. 1.1 Predictions by NTRS’1997 and the latest corrected version (ITRS’2008). The delay and

corrections are related to the difficulty of integration of porous dielectric materials. Only dielectric

materials with low porosity FOX (fluorinated oxide), HOSP (dense MSQ) and BD1 (organosilicate

glass without artificial porosity) were successfully integrated into IC devices. Meanwhile, chemi-

cal companies developed ultra low-k materials (SiLK, XLK, Nanoglass, LKD, NCS etc.) more

than 10 years ago, but their integration is still extremely challenging
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By 1997, chip manufacturers started integrating insulating materials with

dielectric constants smaller than the value typical for traditional SiO2 (k � 4.0).

Fluorosilicate glasses (FSG, FOX), which were created by adding fluorine to silicon

dioxide, had a k value of around 3.6 and required very little change in the

production process for semiconductor manufacturers. Thus, FSG was quickly and

widely adopted by the industry. However, very little progress had been made

towards identifying suitable materials with a dielectric constant below 2.7, which

would likely require less dense (i.e., more porous) materials.

Several different types of low-kmaterials were considered as candidates for further

reduction of dielectric constant. Low-k dielectrics based on organic polymers were

able to provide the lowest k–value without requiring the introduction of porosity.

However, aliphatic C–C, C–H and C–N bonds generally become unstable at

temperatures greater than 300–400�C and, in some cases, at even lower temperatures.

Only materials composed of non-aliphatic C–C, C–O, C–N and C–S bonds, aromatic

structures and cross-linked or ladder structures can withstand the temperatures neces-

sary for interconnect technology (450–500�C). Most of the organic low-k films with

sufficient thermal stability have dielectric constants close to 2.6–2.8. However,

significant efforts to integrate thesematerials into IC circuits have not been sufficiently

successful. In addition to poor mechanical and thermal properties, the most important

problems are connected with a relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)

in comparison with other components of integrated circuits.

Further reduction of dielectric constant required decreasing the density by

introduction of pores. The relative dielectric constant of a porous material, kr,
depends on porosity (P) and dielectric constant of the film skeleton (ks):

kr � 1

kr þ 2
¼ ð1� PÞ � ðks � 1Þ

ðks þ 2Þ :

Materials with relatively small ks values provide the same kr values at lower

porosity and this is the reason why different types of matrix materials were

considered for preparation of porous low-k films (Figs. 1.2 and 1.3). The most

important ones are organic polymers and hybrid materials: inorganic silica based

materials (OSG, SSQ) with incorporated organic hydrophobic agents. Porous

organic polymers are able to provide k ¼ 2.2 and less suffering on plasma damage

because of non-hybrid nature but their integration is challenging. Relatively large

CTE values are the most critical factors of organic polymers. The advantage of

silica and SSQ based materials is that their chemical properties are similar to

traditional SiO2, which makes it possible to use traditional technology and

chemistries during the integration.

The difference between OSG and SSQ materials is the structure of their

elementary units. Pure silica has a tetrahedral elementary unit. To reduce the k
value and make them hydrophobic, part of oxygen atoms are replaced with F or

alkyl groups CHx. The addition of CHx not only introduces less polar bonds, but

also creates a free volume. Such organosilicate glasses (OSG) are normally

deposited by PECVD and they are constitutively porous. The carbon concentra-

tion in most OSG materials is varied between 10% and 20%. The carbon
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concentration needs careful optimization: it must be sufficiently large to provide

their hydrophobic properties but small enough to achieve good mechanical

properties. In SSQ materials, Si and O atoms are arranged in a form of cage or

ladder. The cage structure creates a free volume, decreasing the material’s density

and, therefore, its k value. The cages in polymerized SSQ are connected to each

other through oxygen or –CH2– groups, while other cage corners are terminated

by hydrogen (HSQ), methyl (MSQ) or other aliphatic groups. MSQ matrix

materials have a lower dielectric constant as compared to HSQ because of the

larger size of the CH3 group and lower polarizability of the Si–CH3. SSQ cages

are metastable and tend to break down to silica tetrahedral, especially during the

curing at elevated temperature. Because of low temperature stability of the cage,

SSQ based materials are prepared only by SOG technology.

Fig. 1.3 Three typical types of matrix of low dielectric constant materials: (a) An organic

polymer (SiLK from Dow Chemical). (b) Organo-silicate glass (OSG) deposited by plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Some of oxygen atoms in silica structure

are replaced by hydrophobic aliphatic groups (yellow circles) to make the material hydrophobic.

(c) Alkylsilsesquioxanes (SSQ). R is an alkyl group, typically methyl (CH3)
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The skeleton dielectric constant of both PECVD SiCOH and SOG SSQmaterials

are defined by polarisability of Si–O bonds and free volume that depends on CHx

concentration. However, deposition of ultra low-k materials needs introduction of

artificial porosity in both SOG and PECVD technologies.

1.2 Deposition of Porous Materials by Spin-on Glass (SOG)

Technology

In the spin-on deposition, the film coating is performed by dispensing a liquid

precursor at the center of the substrate, which is placed on a spinner. Rotation of the

substrate creates centrifugal forces that ensure a uniform distribution of material on

the surface. The thickness of the coating is a result of balance between centrifugal

forces and viscous forces, determined by the viscosity of the solution. Normally, the

spinning step is followed by heating or “soft bake” at temperatures typically below

250�C, for removal of the solvents. The latter step can also initiate cross-linking of

the film. Finally, the sintering at temperatures varying from 350�C to 600�C
(“cure”, see details in the next paragraph) is required to obtain a stable film. This

“cure” step induces the final cross-linking of the polymer chains and results in a

mechanically stable film structure.

Numerous methods of introducing subtractive porosity into spin-on deposited

materials exist and they can be divided into two main categories. The first category

embodies all materials where the porosity is introduced exclusively through Sol-Gel

processes, while the second group includes the materials where the porosity is formed

through the use of sacrificial particles (porogens) that are desorbed during the film cure.

1.2.1 Subtractive Porosity by Sol-Gel Based Techniques

There exist two main approaches based on Sol-Gel techniques to the formation

of subtractive porosity: the first takes advantage of aging processes and the

second relies on a hierarchical organization of the primary particles in the sol

(self-assembly). The formation of a more or less rigid skeleton structure before

extraction of the liquid from a wet gel is a key point in the formation of high

porosity materials. Even if the gel-point is reached after material spinning, a long

time is still required before the hydrolysis and condensation reactions are complete.

For this purpose, an additional step (aging) before drying the wet gel is introduced.

The aim of this step is to accelerate the sol-gel reactions, typically by relying on the

pH and the water content in the ambience. Once the network structure is strength-

ened, extraction of the solvent can take place without the collapse of the network

backbone. The level of residual porosity is generally tuned through the ratio of

solvent to solid content in the sol. In sol-gel science numerous studies have been

performed in the synthesis of self-assembled materials. Hierarchical ordering of the
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aggregates by preferential solvent evaporation during spin coating is reported for a

solution of surfactants, swelling agent and soluble silica. By this method, the

ordered materials with dielectric constant as low as 1.3 have been synthesized. In

this case, the final film porosity and pore structure are related to the way in which

the primary particles are assembled and ordered.

1.2.2 Subtractive Porosity by Macromolecular Porogens

This technique is based on the addition in the dielectric precursor of molecular or

supramolecular particles (‘porogens’) with tailored thermal stability. The stability

of these particles is such that they are not affected by the drying step, and they are

removed by pyrolysis during the final film sintering or cure (typically in the range

from 300�C to 400�C). Their volume distribution in the film at the moment of

desorption represents the template for the residual pores in the layer. In the ideal

case, the film’s final porous fraction is directly related to the amount of porogen as a

function of the total solid part in the precursor solution, and the size of the sacrificial

particles is directly related to the final pore size.

There are two ways in which the sacrificial porogens are brought into the

precursor solution. One method is dispersion of porogens in the solution. The

second is chemically linking sacrificial particles (grafted) to the network polymers.

This second method grants an inherent control of the volume distribution of

porogens in the dielectric film.

1.3 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

The semiconductor industry has long relied on insulating films of SiO2 deposited

from gas phase (plasma) by oxidation of silane (SiH4) and its derivatives. Therefore,

most of the attempts in producing low-k materials by different versions of PECVD

have been doped versions of SiO2. The main dopants in the beginning were fluorine

and carbon. Their introduction is done by replacing standard silane by fluoro- and

alkylsilanes like Si2H2F2 and (CH3)XSiHy with (x + y) ¼ 4. Doping a film with

alkyl groups terminates some of the silicon bonds within the oxide lattice and lowers

the electronic polarizability of the film. The relatively large molecular volume of the

alkyl groups decreases the film density and provides the k-value 2.8–3.0.

Various techniques have been employed to produce PECVD SiOCH films with

subtractive porosity and k value smaller than 2.8. One method utilizes a multiphase

deposition. The SiOCH precursor (alkylsilane derivatives and/or organosilicates) is

mixed with a thermally unstable hydrocarbon phase (porogen) during deposition.

This unstable phase is thermally decomposed and removed from the film during

subsequent anneal leaving behind pores in the organosilicate matrix. The resulting

porosity depends on the matrix/porogen precursors ratio. Efficiency of porogen

removal can be enhanced by UV light and/or electron beam.
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This approach has the benefit of allowing manufacturers to use the same PECVD

equipment already operating in fabrications, modified only by additional gas

delivery lines. Thus, adoption of such a process requires a relatively low integration

cost and gives the industry a level of confidence in the new process. This is the

reason why during the last 5 years PECVD materials have been most popular and

considered as the most possible candidates for integration. However, although the

lowest k of a known PECVD films has been reported as 2.2 [3, 4] only low-k

materials with k > 2.4–2.5 have shown acceptably good electrical characteristics

and reliability after integration.

1.4 Curing (Porogen Removal and Matrix Densification)

Important steps during the fabrication of porous low-k materials for ULSI devices

are related to removal of sacrificial porogen and formation of sufficiently stiff

matrix. The porogen molecules are more volatile and less thermally stable than

the film skeleton. The porogens are cracked into volatile by-products and have to

gas out at an elevated temperature. This is the reason why the most traditional

curing technologies are based on annealing (thermal, or furnace curing). However,

the thermal curing is not able to achieve sufficient throughput (too slow) and

therefore, significant efforts have been applied to the development of alternative

curing technologies (by using electron beams, plasma, UV light etc.). However,

most of curing technologies are “damaging” low-k matrix by breaking Si–CH3

bonds and making low-k materials hydrophilic. Presently, thermal curing assisted

by UV light with wavelength higher than 200 nm is considered as the most

promising. Such curing provides sufficiently high porogen removal rate, provides

sufficient densification and cross-linkage of the film skeleton and doesn’t change

Si–CH3 concentration in the low-k matrix.

Figure 1.4 shows the change of dielectric constant and the film shrinkage

happening during the UV curing of a PECVD film. After co-deposition of the matrix

material and porogen molecules the presented film is not porous and has dielectric

constant of about 2.8, which reflects the matrix/porogen ratio. The porogen removal

leads to the reduction of dielectric constant because of porosity formation.

The minimum dielectric constant corresponds to the complete porogen removal

and to maximum porosity. The low-k film shrinks during the porogen removal and

after its complete removal. The shrinkage of the film after the complete porogen

removal is related to the film densification and increases dielectric constant.

The changes happening after the complete porogen removal depend on the wave-

length of UV light. The degree of shrinkage is small and there is no change in

chemical composition if the wave length of UV light is higher than 200 nm, while

more energetic photons lead to significant reduction of Si–CH3 concentration.

Figure 1.5 shows the composition during the curing of porogen free OSG low-k

material (porogen has already been removed). This graph shows that the light with

wavelength >200 nm almost does not change the chemical composition of a low-k
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film, and FTIR spectra are identical to pristine sample. The film exposure to the

light of 172 nm significantly reduces concentration of Si–CH3 groups (the peaks at

1,260–1,290 cm�1), total CHx concentration (2,900–3,000 cm�1) and increases

concentration of Si–H bonds (2,100–2,300 cm�1).
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Fig. 1.4 Change of dielectric constant and thickness during UV assisted thermal curing

Fig. 1.5 FTIR spectra of a low-k film after curing by UV light with wavelength 172 nm (Lamp A)
and broadband light with wavelength >200 nm (Lamp B)
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The mechanism of reduction of Si–CH3 groups concentration and formation of

Si–H groups during UV curing was reported by Prager et al. [5]. Quantum-chemical

calculations on the model substances octamethyl- and tetramethyl-

cyclotetrasiloxane as well as on hexamethyl- and tetramethyldisiloxane resulted

in threshold wavelengths for the excitation of the molecule into the first excited

singlet state of 190 and 198 nm as well as of 189 and 192 nm, respectively. After

excitation and intersystem crossing in an excited triplet state the scission of the

Si–CH3 bond may occur gaining an energy benefit of around 50 kcal mol�1. These

findings reveal the presumption that only photons with l < 200 nm can generate Si

centered radicals which subsequently attract protons from neighboring methyl

groups. It is believed that formation of Si–H groups has a negative impact on

chemical resistance of low-k films.

Therefore, application of 172 nm light for UV curing is becoming limited despite

a significant benefit in the improvement of mechanical properties [6].

1.4.1 Porogen Residue Formation

As mentioned above, it is expected that the porogen molecules are cracked into

volatile by-products and have to gas out at elevated temperature. Unfortunately, the

photo-induced porogen cracking leads also to the formation of non-volatile porogen

residue. This residue mainly contains sp2 carbon. FTIR spectrometry is not suffi-

ciently sensitive to non polar bonds like sp2 carbon. This is the reason why

researches have not paid much attention to the formation of porogen residue so

far. Meanwhile detection of such groups in pristine low-k materials is extremely

important because sp2 carbon residues (conjugated carbon polymers and amor-

phous carbon) are conductive and therefore they can be a reason of high leakage

current and low breakdown voltage in the integrated low-k materials. Such residues

can be detected by Raman spectroscopy [6] but application of these measurements

for thin low-k films is quite challenging.

Eslava and Marsik with their co-authors have developed a method for detection

of porogen residue from UV absorption spectra. The measurements can be taken by

ultraviolet ellipsometry, which is well suited for thin films [7, 8]. Marsik et al. has

carried out a detailed study of porogen decomposition in PECVD films [8]. It has

been found that the absorption bands of a deposited porogen in the ultraviolet range

has maximum at 6.5 eV. UV curing decreases this band but the peak does not

completely disappear even after a long curing time. Moreover, a new maximum at

4.5 eV (as a shoulder) is formed during the curing. The peak at 4.5 eV suggests

formation of porogen residues in the low-k material. The incomplete removal is

also observed for deposited porogen-only layers treated with the 172 nm UV-cure

process. It has been concluded that these residues are to be mainly sp2 bonded

(amorphous or aromatic) carbon because of the appearing absorption of C¼C bond

vibration in the infrared and the p–p* electronic transitions between sp2 carbon

orbitals in the ultraviolet. The intensity of this peak is smaller when broadband

lamp with l > 200 nm is used for UV curing.
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Figure 1.6a shows absorption spectra of UV cured PECVD low-k films with

different porosity. As it has already been mentioned, to deposit materials with lower

dielectric constant, it is necessary to increase the ratio of porogen precursor to

matrix precursors. This figure clearly shows that the deposition of highly porous

films needs more deposited porogen, which then generates more residue during the

UV curing. CVD3 is the film with 28% porosity and k-value 2.3. CVD2 has

porosity of 24% and k ¼ 2.5, so less porogen is co-deposited together with matrix.

CVD4 is a film deposited without porogen and with k-value equal to 3.0. Therefore,

the formation of more residue in highly porous films is obvious from this graph.

Both Fig. 1.6a, b also show that SOG films prepared using self-assembling chemis-

try without porogen do not show any absorption bands below 7.5 eV. SOG2, which

is a spin-on film deposited with porogen and cured with 172 nm light having

absorption band at 6.5 eV, which is different than in the UV cured PECVD films

(4.5 eV). In principal, this fact demonstrates that the type of porogen residue

depends on the type of porogen.

Electron Spin Resonance spectroscopy (ESR) shows that the carbon clusters

related to porogen residues are the major sources of paramagnetic defects in low-k

insulators. While the defect density increases with the increasing porosity in the

PECVD films, all three SOG films are found to be less defective and much more

resistant to the ion sputtering damage [9].

An important question is related to the possibility of depositing residue free films

using PECVD processes. Urbanowicz et al. [10] have developed the process

allowing the formation of porogen free low-k films using PECVD process. The

matrix material and porogen were co-deposited at 300�C. This step was completely

identical to deposition of CVD3 film. Assuming, that this temperature is sufficient

for formation of a more or less rigid skeleton and necessary agglomeration of

porogen molecules, the porogen is completely removed before UV curing using

He/H2 downstream plasma. The plasma system, thus, excludes the influence of

energetic ions and VUV photons from the plasma to the film. Then the low-k films
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Fig. 1.6 UV absorption spectra of low-k films prepared by different technologies
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are UV cured to finalize the formation of cross-linked and rigid skeleton. The

proposed method allows to obtain porogen residue free low-k films with variable

thicknesses. The obtained films demonstrate Young Modulus of 5–9.5 GPa after

curing by lamp A and 3.5–4 GPa after lamp B. The open porosity of these films are

in the range of 41–46%, the k-value of 1.8–2.6. The presented method shows the

potential for fabrication of PECVD ultra low-k dielectric films for further micro-

electronic technology nodes.

1.5 Intrinsic Electrical Characteristics of Various Low-k

Materials

In the previous chapter we have demonstrated that the properties of ultra low-k

materials strongly depend on deposition and curing approaches. Therefore, selec-

tion of the appropriate low-k materials starts with the evaluation of the material

properties by using advanced analytical techniques.

1.5.1 Material Properties

Evaluation of low-k materials starts with the analysis of chemical composition,

porosity, pore size and mechanical properties. The most commonly used techniques

for the chemical analysis are Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass

Spectrometry (TOF SIMS). In some cases other instrumentation can be used,

such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)

etc. NMR is efficient for evaluation of efficiency and degree of UV curing because

it allows analyzing the number of methyl groups bonded to Si atoms [1]. ESR is

used for the analysis of intrinsic and induced defects [9].

Many properties of ultralow-k materials important for integration are related to

porosity (see Table 1.1). Porosity, pore size and their interconnectivity define degra-

dation during the technological processing (plasma and wet chemistries), compati-

bility with diffusion barriers, mechanical and thermal properties, etc. Porosity and

pore size are most commonly evaluated by Ellipsometric Porosimetry (EP) and

sometimes other techniques such as Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy

(PALS) and Small Angle X-ray and Neutron Scattering (SAXS and SANS).

Other instrumentation used for evaluation of critical properties of low-kmaterials

include Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS), Specular X-ray reflectivity (SXR),

Surface Acoustic Wave Spectroscopy (SAWS), Brilloin Light Scattering (BLS),

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE), Thermodesorption Spectroscopy (TDS) based on

mass spectroscopy and thermogravimetry, atomic Force Microscope (AFM). More

detailed information related to the materials analysis can be found in ref [1, 11].
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1.5.2 Intrinsic Electrical Characteristics

As it has already been mentioned, the low-k materials can significantly degrade

during the integration. There are several techniques allowing evaluation of intrinsic

dielectric constant of low-k materials (capacitance measurement by Hg-probe,

metal dots etc.) [12]. It is much more difficult to measure intrinsic properties related

to reliability. These characteristics were measured after complete integration that

includes many different steps. At the end it was difficult to distinguish between

intrinsic quality of the films and the degradation related to the non-optimized

technology. Therefore, the final results depend on both intrinsic properties and

the quality of integration processes and the selection of the most promising low-k

materials, which will be much more efficient if it is possible to separate evaluation

of intrinsic properties and post integration properties.

The presence of porogen residue (sp2 carbon) is one of the key factors affecting

the intrinsic electrical characteristics of low-k dielectrics. To verify this assump-

tion, we have evaluated electrical characteristics of the materials shown by using a

unique test vehicle based on the planar capacitor design [13].

Figure 1.7 shows intrinsic electrical characteristics of several low-k films.

The strong increase of the leakage current density alongside with the increasing

porosity (Fig. 1.7a) supports our previous assumption that highly porous ultra low-k

PECVD materials deposited with higher amount of porogen, form more porogen

residues during the UV curing (Fig. 1.6) and result in high leakage current density

and a low breakdown field. Figure 1.7b compares CVD3 film and SOG3

(SOG_inorg). As it has been mentioned above, SOG3 film is prepared using self-

assembling chemistry without any porogen and shows no absorption bands at

4.5 eV (Fig. 1.6). Therefore, these results also prove the importance of the devel-

opment of porogen residue free low-k materials. Also, it is clear from the results

presented in Fig. 1.7a that the problem of porogen residue is especially important

for ultra low-k materials. It is interesting that organic low-k film (SOG_org) has

lower leakage than OSG film with porogen residue. It suggests that mostly sp2-

based residue is responsible for deterioration of electrical characteristics.

Electrical properties of several other low-k materials are presented in Ref. [14].

Materials without porogen residue (SOG1, SOG2 and ALKB) have shown

Table 1.1 Physical methods used for evaluation of the most important properties of low-k

materials

Materials properties Method of evaluation

Chemical composition FTIR, XPS, TOF SIMS, NMR etc.

Porosity and pore size EP, PALS, SAXS, SANS

Density RBS, SXR

Mechanical properties Nanoidentation, SAWS, BLS

CTE, stress SXR, SE, Bending beam

Thermal stability and outgassing TDS

Thermal conductivity 3-Omega test

Adhesion 4 Point bending

Roughness AFM
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extremely low leakage current density and a sufficiently high breakdown field. This

fact supports our conclusion that only formation of sp2 carbon is responsible for

deterioration of electrical characteristics.

1.6 Advanced Dielectric Materials for Future Technology

Nodes

Table 1.2 shows the most important characteristics of ultra low-k materials that

have been considered as candidates for 22 nm technology nodes and beyond.

Refractive index, porosity and pore size have been determined by spectroscopic

Fig. 1.7 Leakage current density versus electric field for different low-k films. CVD4(3.2) is

low-k film prepared similar as CVD4 but with k-value 3.2
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ellipsometry and ellipsometric porosimetry [15], the k-value has been measured

by using metal dots [12] and mechanical properties have been evaluated by

Nanoidentation [16]. After the first step analysis, first 4 PECVD materials are not

considered as candidates because of insufficiently low dielectric constant and the

presence of porogen residue (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7).

CVD1-CVD3 films have been deposited using PECVD process by mixing

organosilicate matrix precursor with organic porogen precursor. The CVD1 film

has been deposited in a different chamber than the CVD2 and CVD3. CVD4 film

has been deposited from organosilicate precursor without using sacrificial porogen.

Different porosities and k-values have been achieved by changing the porogen

loading. After deposition, the samples are UV-cured at temperature 430–450�C in

nitrogen ambient, which removes porogen to form porous structure and provides

cross-linkage of the film skeleton. Different light sources have been used for curing:

lamps emitting nearly monochromatic light with wavelength, l � 172 nm to

form the films CVD2 and CVD3 (lamp A), and broadband source (lamp B) with

l > 200 nm to form the film CVD1. ALKB is also PECVD material prepared by

original technology patented by IMEC. It has been deposited in conditions similar

to CVD3 but before UV curing the film is exposed in downstream He/H2 plasma.

All porogen is removed during this stage and the films are cured afterwards by the

broadband UV (B) light at 430�C. The final curing can also be performed by lamp

A to get a larger Young Modulus (ALKA). Still, this paper deals only with the

analysis of ALKB. However, more detailed description of this technology and films

can be found in the paper [10]. Only thermal curing (T) has been used for organic

polymer SumiM, SOG3 and CVD4. The films SOG1 and SOG3 have been deposited

using self-assembling approach without sacrificial porogen, while SOG2 has been

deposited with porogen and cured by monochromatic 172 nm light. Therefore,

comparison of these materials allows analyzing effects of UV wavelength during

the curing and the effect of scaling on materials and electrical characteristics.

The principal difference between SumiM and previous generations of organic

low-k materials (SiLK and Flare) is relatively low CTE (30 ppm/�C), which makes

it more suitable for integration. Another important feature of SumiM is the stability

in different cleaning solutions and does not suffer on plasma [17]. In addition, this

Table 1.2 The most important properties of characterized low-k materials

Material’s

label Curing Porosity (%) Pore radius (R) RI

K value

(100 kHz) E (GPa) H (GPa)

CVD1 B 24 0.8 1.35 2.5 6.5 –

CVD2 A 24 0.8 1.36 2.5 7.5 –

CVD3 A 28 0.75 1.37 2.3 4.48 0.39

CVD4 T (�5) n/a 1.45 3.0 12.5 2.0

ALKB B 46 1.6 1.23 2.0 3.48 0.36

SumiM T 34 0.5 1.5 2.3 6.09 0.48

SOG1 B 40 1.8 1.24 2.0 4.77 0.54

SOG2 A 50 1.8 1.23 2.0 4.47 0.38

SOG3 T 35 1.5 1.28 2.3 6.38 0.36
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material has good adhesion to barrier materials compared with other organic

materials. The adhesion energies of SumiM with conductive and dielectric barriers

can be comparable with hybrid OSG materials [18]. Integration of SumiM has been

successfully demonstrated with integrated k value close to the pristine value [17].

Therefore, this material can be quite promising for IC devices and technology

generations requiring the k value 2.2–2.3. However, the further scaling of dielectric

characteristics of this film might be challenging.

The films SOG1 and SOG3 have been thermally cured at the temperature range

400–450�. It is necessary to mention that the mechanical properties of these films

can be improved by additional UV curing. Thus, after broadband curing (B) the

Young Modulus of SOG1 increased up to 6 GPa without any degradation of

dielectric constant. UV light from lamp A has increased the Young Modulus up

to 10 GPa but the degradation of the k-value is already quite significant.

Selection of ultra low-k materials for the future generations of IC devices is

becoming more and more important. However, it is difficult to identify suitable

materials based on integration results if the integration is not optimized and causes

damage to the low-k material. Therefore, the development and application of new

metrology allowing evaluation of intrinsic properties is extremely important.

1.7 Conclusions

The detailed study of different low-k materials shows that the further scaling of

dielectric constant needs the development of new approaches in fabrication of these

materials. Utilization of porogen based PECVD technology for ultra low-k films

without fundamental modification of the curing technology is problematic because

of formation of porogen residue. From this point of view, application of non-

porogen based materials prepared with self-assembling technology (both organic

and hybrid) looks more promising.

It is necessary to mention that the largest problem in the process of integration of

OSG ultra low-k materials is presently related to their degradation (damage) during

the exposure in plasma. Research in this area and development of damage free

processes is one of the key factors for the future success of interconnect technology

for nanoelectronics.
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